2019-06-27
2019 Summer Project on Teshima Island

No.6

As president of the Shikoku Muchujin (Dreamers), I’d like to extend my thanks to you
for being interested in the Teshima Paradise Island Project.

So far we have organized a Henro pilgrimage, a Haiku tour, and Japanese culture
courses such as the tea ceremony and Bonsai for foreign bloggers and asked them to
promote tourism in Shikoku on the SNS since 2008. We also introduced local food such
as Udon noodles at Japan Expo in France in 2008. We have been spreading information
about products local companies produce through grass-roots means.
We hope to explore the rich but as yet untapped resources of Teshima Island for
potential visitors to this area. We supported the exchange between Kyoto University
students and the inhabitants of Teshima Island through various activities such as
camping, maintaining bamboo forests, planting flower seedlings and cleaning the beach.
Our goal is to diversify the tourism of Shikoku and revitalize the community. We are
trying to make more and more Japanese experiences available to foreigners and set up
paths that allow for cultural exchange.
Please visit our homepage at https://muchujin.jp/ for further information.
Date： August 9-12,2019
Place：Teshima Island (one hour from Marugame city by boat) [ 770 Yen one way]
Participant：Kyoto University Students, Volunteers, Islanders, and ALTs
Accomdation：Former elementary school building
Corporate Sponsors : Japan Agricultural Corporation and others
Meal：BBQ＋Bamboo Sprout Tempura ＋UDON Noodles

:Planting flower seedings (500pots)

:Bamboo Crafts

:

:Beach Expedition and Swim

: Midnight Dram Consert

: Cleaning beach

:Islamd Expedition

International student : only travel expenses
Adult :3,500 yen for one night (accommodation,four meals,a collective policy)
5,500 yen for two nights (accommodation,seven meals ,a collective policy)
Child : 1,500 yen for one night(accommodation,four meals, and a collective policy)
2,500yen for two nights (accommodation, seven meals and a collective policy)
*We are going to stay at an old school building. We cook for ourselves.
* Bring your own work gloves, towels, and a first-aid kit.
* We have some amenities such as soap, shampoo and rinse in a bathroom.
(The deandline for applocations is July7. Maximum enrollment is 5 )
*We would like the participants to make a report after the event consisting of 400 Japanese
letters or in English.

*Contact address for application : cool@muchujin.jp
s17a086@stu.kagawa-u.ac.jp

8/9～12
Marugame Port 15：00 ⇒Teshima Port 16：45（Ferry770yen）
Preparation
Dinner Preparation 18：30~ Dinner 19；30～
Meeting 22：00~ Bath23 :00~
Okayama St7 :22 ⇒Marugame St 8 :04(JRShiokaze Exp No.1 )1530yen)
Marugame Station⇒Marugame Port on foot10 min
8/10
Marugame Port8 :30⇒Teshima Port9 :00 （Sea-Taxi1000yen）
Saturday Breakfast Preparation 7 :00~
[ Briefing session] 9 :30 ~10 :00
[Planting flower seedings] 10：30～12：00
lunch BBQ 12：30～13：30
[Island Expedition ] 14：00～17 :30
Dinner Preparation 18：30~ Dinner 19；30
[Mid-night Dram concert ]20 :00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qa5hA7RL4M
Meeting 22 :00~ Bath 23：00
8/9
Friday

8/11
Sunday

8/12
Monday

Breakfast Preparation 7 :00~
[Beach Expedition and Swim ] 9：00～12：00
lunch BBQ 12：30～13：30
[Bamboo Crafts ] 14：00～ 18：00
Dinner Preparation 18：30~
Dinner 19；30 ~
Meeting 22 :00~ Bath 23：00
Teshima port 16：50⇒Marugame port18：10 （770yen）
Marugame Station18 :40 →Kyoto Station23：09 (JR4000yen)
Breakfast Preparation 7 :00~
[Beach Cleaning] 9 :00～11 :30
lunch 12：30～13：30
[Free Time] 14：00～ 16：00
Teshima port 16：50⇒Marugame port18：10 （770yen）
Marugame Station18 :40 →Kyoto Station23：09 (JR localtrain
4000yen)

